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Canadian Books in Print. Author and Title Index 1975
Financial Accounting and Reporting Barry Elliott 2011 Financial Accounting and Reporting is the most up to date text on the market. Now fully updated in its fourteenth
edition, it includes extensive coverage of International Accounting Standards (IAS) and International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS). This market-leading text
offers students a clear, well-structured and comprehensive treatment of the subject. Supported by illustrations and exercises, the book provides a strong balance of
theoretical and conceptual coverage. Students using this book will gain the knowledge and skills to help them apply current standards, and critically appraise the
underlying concepts and financial reporting methods.
Financial Accounting: Group Statements Ilse Lubbe 2014-10-30 Financial Accounting: Group statements is a financial accounting textbook covering the topic area
'Group statements' which is an integral part of the syllabus at second and third year. 'Group statements' refers to the consolidated financial statements of a holding or
parent company as well as its subsidiaries and provides information on the overall financial standing of the group of companies.
Financial Accounting Jeffrey Waybright 2015 Financial Accounting - The best source for understanding why and when financially sound decisions are made in business
today. Improvements made to the second Canadian edition have been focused on satisfying the differing needs and abilities of students. This edition has been
enhanced with new pedagogical features designed to help students approach the material from different perspectives. This new edition also boasts enhanced coverage
of the International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) and the Accounting Standards for Private Enterprise (ASPE), clearly distinguishing between these two
approaches throughout the text.
MANAGERIAL ECONOMICS AND FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING M. KASI REDDY 2007-12-24 This text presents an accessible introduction to techniques and
applications of economic analysis and financial accounting as a method for approaching real-life business problems for managerial decision making in a logical manner.
It focusses on the essential skills needed to formulate business policies that help gain a competitive edge in today’s work environment. The book discusses the basic
concepts, terminology, and methods that eventually allow students to interpret, analyse, and evaluate actual corporate financial statements. It covers the major areas of
managerial economics and financial accounting such as the theory of the firm, the demand theory and forecasting, the production and cost theory and estimation, the
market structure and pricing, investment analysis, accountancy, and different forms of business organisations. The book includes numerous examples, problems, selfassessment tests, as well as review questions at the end of each chapter to aid in working out solutions to business problems. The book will be particularly suitable for
courses in Managerial Economics and Financial Accounting as part of an engineering degree education at undergraduate level where the students have no previous
back-ground in economic and financial analysis. It will also be immensely useful for M.B.A., M.Com. and C.A. students, business exe-cutives, and administrators who
need to learn the application of economic theory to realistic business situations.
Accountants' Handbook, Volume 1 D. R. Carmichael 2007-06-04 This highly regarded reference is relied on by a considerable part of the accounting profession in their
day-to-day work. This handbook is the first place many accountants look to find answers to practice questions. Its comprehensive scope is widely recognized and relied
on. It is designed as a single reference source that provides answers to all reasonable questions on accounting and financial reporting asked by accountants, auditors,

bankers, lawyers, financial analysts, and other preparers and users of accounting information.
Corporate Financial Reporting Andrew Higson 2003-02-28 The Internet bubble has collapsed and the largest bankruptcy in US history, Enron, has made the call for
greater transparency in financial reporting more important than ever. Andrew Higson draws attention to what is a 'true and fair view' in reporting and critically examines
accounting theory and modern practice.
Methodological issues in accounting research Zahirul Hoque 2018-03-26 What is my theory? How do I choose a theory? Why and how should I employ a particular
method for collecting the empirical data? These basic questions concern everyone involved in research. A research study can be a voyage of discovering or choice of
theoretical perspective as well as gathering empirics or facts on a problem or situation. This book provides a good guideline as to why and how to choose a particular
theory or method to study an organisational phenomenon such as accounting. All the chapters provide both retrospective and contemporary views by scholars in the
field. Each chapter documents the latest developments and research in accounting and control systems and provides valuable insights into methodological perspectives
in accounting research. This second edition has also introduced a number of new chapters covering strategy-management control as practice, grounded theory
approach, institutional logic and rhetoric, social interaction theory, actor-network theory and practice theory. The book is primarily intended for research students and
academic researchers. It can also be used for undergraduate Honours course as well as postgraduate accounting and business methodology courses. Research
organisations and consulting firms in accounting and business fields may also find this book useful. The principal aims of this second edition are (1) to update the
chapters previously published in 2006 and (2) to introduce new chapters documenting recent developments in accounting research.
Public Budgeting and Finance, Fourth Edition, Robert T. Golembiewski 1997-06-09 This incomparable Fourth Edition of a standard reference/text has been thoroughly
updated and enlarged -- offering comprehensive coverage of the field in a single source and incorporating entirely new as well as time-tested material.
Accounting Theory Harry I. Wolk 2008 Presents complex materials in a clear and understandable manner. Incorporating the latest accounting standards and presenting
the most up-to-date accounting theory from the top academic journals in accounting and finance throughout the world.
Financial Accounting Theory and Analysis Richard G. Schroeder 2019-10-01 Financial Accounting Theory and Analysis: Text and Cases, 13th Edition illustrates how
accounting standards impact the daily decisions of accounting professionals. This authoritative textbook shows how accounting theory explains why particular
companies select certain accounting methods over others, and predicts the attributes of firms by analyzing their accounting methods. The text examines empirical
research relevant to various theories of accounting and the uses of accounting information, including the fundamental analysis model, the efficient markets hypothesis,
the behavioral finance model, the positive accounting theory model, the human information processing model, and the value creation model. Enabling students to
develop an informed perspective on accounting theory, the text reviews the development and current state of accounting theory and summarizes current disclosure
requirements for various financial statement items. The new edition has been fully revised to reflect current methods of accounting education, including the incorporation
of ethics into the curriculum, the analysis of a company’s quality of earnings and sustainable income, the use of the internet as a source of information, the international
dimensions of accounting, and more. Designed for undergraduate and graduate accounting majors, the text aligns with the latest curriculum changes in the CPA exam.
Corporate Governance in Transition Economies Robert W. McGee 2008-11-16 "Corporate Governance in Transition Economies" will appeal to a wide segment of the
academic market including accounting and finance professors and students because the main theme of the book deals with accounting and financial system reform.
Economists in the subfields of transition economics and development economics for it addresses current issues in their field. It will also appeal to scholars in the field of
Russian and East European Studies because the book discusses topics involving Russia, Ukraine and other East European countries. Policy analysts who deal with
accounting, finance, transition economics or Russia or Eastern Europe will also find this book to be a valuable reference and source of current information.
Risk Management and Financial Institutions John C. Hull 2018-04-10 The most complete, up-to-date guide to risk management in finance Risk Management and
Financial Institutions, Fifth Edition explains all aspects of financial risk and financial institution regulation, helping you better understand the financial markets—and their
potential dangers. Inside, you’ll learn the different types of risk, how and where they appear in different types of institutions, and how the regulatory structure of each
institution affects risk management practices. Comprehensive ancillary materials include software, practice questions, and all necessary teaching supplements,
facilitating more complete understanding and providing an ultimate learning resource. All financial professionals need to understand and quantify the risks associated
with their decisions. This book provides a complete guide to risk management with the most up to date information. • Understand how risk affects different types of
financial institutions • Learn the different types of risk and how they are managed • Study the most current regulatory issues that deal with risk • Get the help you need,
whether you’re a student or a professional Risk management has become increasingly important in recent years and a deep understanding is essential for anyone
working in the finance industry; today, risk management is part of everyone's job. For complete information and comprehensive coverage of the latest industry issues

and practices, Risk Management and Financial Institutions, Fifth Edition is an informative, authoritative guide.
Issues in Financial Accounting Scott Henderson 2015-05-20 Issues in Financial Accounting addresses the controversial issues in financial accounting that have been
debated by the preparers, users, auditors and regulators of financial statements. Henderson provides the best balance of technical and theoretical coverage in any
Financial Accounting text on the market today, with its presentation of real-world examples, current debates and the underlying rationale for the accounting concepts
demonstrated. Throughout the text, academic studies and professional accounting research are referenced to also provide a critical understanding of historical debates
in financial accounting. The new 15th edition covers significant recent developments to the accounting standards in Australia and is based on the AASB standards and
interpretations that have been issued up to the end of 2012. This includes the Australian Accounting Standard Board's (AASB) program of changes to make accounting
standards equivalent to International Financial Reporting Standards.
Emerging Issues and Challenges in Business & Economics Francesco Ciampi 2009
Public Sector Accounting Rowan Jones 2011 Bringing together literature from diverse sources to cover budgeting, financial accounting and reporting, auditing and
comparative international studies, this collection covers 40 year of public sector accounting.
Financial Accounting with IFRS Fold Out Primer John Wild 2010-01-07 FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING: Information for Decisions, 5th Edition addresses the topics and
issues typically covered in Financial Accounting while at the same time motivating student interest in accounting through the extensive use of entrepreneurial examples,
application of analysis skills, integration of interactive tutorial software, and a highly engaging pedagogical design. This book thoroughly integrates ideas and practices
followed by today’s business entrepreneurs, speaking more directly to students and better preparing them to enter the workforce.
International Corporate Reporting Pauline Weetman 2020-03-24 This textbook provides a comprehensive overview of international corporate reporting which enhances
students’ understanding of diversity and convergence in the field. The authors discuss the institutional and cultural context in which international corporate reporting has
developed over the years as well as the global reach of IFRS Standards from the IASB throughout and beyond the European Union, into interest groups and emerging
economies. Other key elements explored throughout the book include assurance through auditing and corporate governance, narrative reporting, strategic and corporate
social responsibility, group accounting, current accounting issues and taxation in corporate reports. Indicative research examples show how the methods used in
research papers may be understood and applied. Case studies outline short projects based on corporate cases, with related links to material on corporate websites.
Helpful and reliable sources of information and data are identified through hyperlinks to accessible websites. End-of-chapter questions encourage discussion of the main
issues. Throughout there is a focus on accountability and the information needs of stakeholders. This new edition of a classic text is fully revised and updated in order to
remain essential reading for students of international accounting and corporate reporting globally. The book will be an invaluable resource for postgraduate taught
programmes and final-year undergraduate courses in accounting, finance and business studies.
Financial Accounting Theory William R. Scott 2009-01 Appropriate for Financial Accounting Theory courses at both the senior undergraduate and professional master's
levels. This newly revised text provides a theoretical approach to financial accounting in Canada, without overlooking institutional structure and standard setting.
Important research papers are selected for description and commentary, while extensive references to other research papers underlie the text discussion.
Financial Accounting Anne Britton 2009-10-14 The text adopts a questioning attitude to the subject, asking why accounting practices exist and how they work, without
lingering on the technicalities. For those who favour the 'why' over 'how to' approach, Financial Accounting is the ideal introductory core text for first-year financial
accounting students. The text is deliberately and positively accessible for first-time students, with frequent exercises in all chapters, and answers to these supplied
straight after the questions. These do not so much test understanding of the subject as develop understanding through self-testing and repetition.
Accounting Theory Eldon S. Hendriksen 1970 Includes bibliographical references.
Company Accounting Peter Jubb 2009-11-17 Company Accounting provides a thorough introduction to the theory and practice of financial reporting. By tracking the
lifecycle of a company, this fifth edition continues to provide students with a logical framework for learning. Comprehensively revised and updated, Company Accounting,
fifth Edition incorporates recent changes to the International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) as adopted by the Australian Accounting Standards Board (AASB).
With an easily accessible 'how to' approach, supported by in-depth theoretical coverage and evaluations of the reporting requirements, students will find Company
Accounting to be an oasis of clarity in the challenging subject area of tertiary Accounting.
Financial Accounting Jay S. Rich 2021 Gain a clear understanding of the important relationships between accounting, financial statements and business decisions with
Rich/Jones/Myers' FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING, 5E. This edition's proven approach is built around the way students like you read and use texts. This edition helps you
master the fundamentals of financial accounting more quickly and independently so you can focus on how accounting information is used in real companies today. The

authors illustrate each major concept using memorable examples from familiar organizations and conceptual insights that explain the reasons behind the processes.
You watch leading companies, like Apple, Verizon or Google, use accounting information to make better decisions, as you learn how to analyze and interpret financial
data yourself. Helpful videos from the authors are available to reinforce concepts and optional CengageNOWv2 digital resources provide support with homework, study
and review.
Applied Financial Accounting and Reporting
Financial Accounting Ilse Lubbe 2020-01-23 The fifth edition of Financial Accounting: IFRSRG Principles is a concepts-based South African text that assumes a basic
knowledge of financial accounting, and then helps readers understand and apply the International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRSRG Standards). It also
references the IFRSfor SMEsRG Standard, which is applicable to small and medium-sized enterprises. The book has been updated to bring it in line with the 2018
Conceptual Framework. It has been revised to be more accessible, and now includes simpler, more concise explanations, conceptual diagrams and additional
workedexamples.The pedagogy of the book supports the development of crucial strategies and sound financial reporting knowledge, providing an excellent balance
between theory, practice and strategy. It is suitable for second and third-year courses in financial accounting on the Chartered Accountant orGeneral Accountant stream
at universities as well as universities of technology
Business Accounting and Finance for Non-specialists Catherine Gowthorpe 2005
Managerial Accounting in the Hospitality Industry Peter James Harris 1992 Previously published as Managerial Accounting in the Hotel and Catering Industry, this book
has been substantially revised, expanded and updated in order to keep abreast of current accounting developments and their applications in the hotel, restaurant and
catering industry.
Accounting in Business R. J. Bull 1990 The prime objective of this long-established book is to provide the student with a broad perspective of business accounting based
upon a sound conceptual framework. It does this by integrating the theory with the application, presenting accounting concepts as simply and directly as possible, and
stimulating independent thought on the part of the reader.
Management Policies in Local Government Finance Jay Richard Aronson 2004 Written for all practitioners of local government finance, ICMA¿s Management Policies in
Local Government Finance has long been considered the most comprehensive, most on-target text for local government managers, finance directors, and economic
development planners and directors.Now in its fifth edition, this classic on financial management will help you: Develop new revenue sources Design a budget process
that includes performance reporting Conduct strategic economic development Understand debt management and bond sales Use modern information systems to
improve financial decisions Meet the day-to-day challenges of financial management, from procurement to labor negotiations. Completely new chapters in this revised
edition address school finance, cost-benefit analysis, enterprise resource management systems, procurement, cash and investment management, and risk and
insurance management. All chapters have been thoroughly updated to reflect changes in federal and state practice, new professional guidelines, and underlying
changes in global and national economies.
The Development of Accounting in an International Context T.E. Cooke 2006-07-13 This volume brings together contributions from the world's most renowned scholars
in accounting and celebrates the academic achievements of Bob Parker. Reflecting his multi-faceated contribution to the history of accountancy, the volume studies the
development of accounting in an international context.
Business Information Sources Lorna M. Daniells 1993 Lists and describes the various types of general business reference sources and sources having to do with
specific management functions and fields
Accountants' Handbook, Financial Accounting and General Topics D. R. Carmichael 2012-04-26 This highly regarded reference is relied on by a considerable part of the
accounting profession in their day-to-day work. This comprehensive resource is widely recognized and relied on as a single reference source that provides answers to
all reasonable questions on accounting and financial reporting asked by accountants, auditors, bankers, lawyers, financial analysts, and other preparers and users of
accounting information. The new edition reflects the new FASB Codification, and includes expanded coverage of fair value and guidance on developing fair value
estimates, fraud risk and exposure, healthcare, and IFRS.
Financial Accounting Jay S. Rich 2021-01-01 Gain a clear understanding of the important relationships between accounting, financial statements and business decisions
with Rich/Jones/Myers' FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING, 5E. This edition's proven approach is built around the way today's learners read and process principles. This edition
helps you master the fundamentals of financial accounting more quickly and independently so you can focus on how accounting information is used in real companies
today. The authors illustrate each major concept using memorable examples from familiar organizations and conceptual insights that explain the reasons behind the

processes. You watch leading companies, like Apple, Verizon or Google, use accounting information to make better decisions, as you learn how to analyze and interpret
financial data yourself. This edition even provides links to helpful videos from the authors to reinforce concepts and further support your learning success. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Business Accounting and Finance Catherine Gowthorpe 2011 Intended for non-specialist students of accounting and finance taking their first module in the subject,
within courses such as business studies and management. This title includes: chapter on working capital management; extends the coverage of corporate governance,
auditing and Activity Based Costing; and, more.
Financial Accounting Theory Craig Deegan 2022-10-12 Craig Deegan's Financial Accounting Theory provides a concise approach while comprehensively covering both
traditional and contemporary theories that have emerged as the practice of accounting has evolved. Social and environmental accountability and reporting issues are
discussed in depth, along with coverage of critical perspectives, public sector accounting and fair value. Instructors and students value Financial Accounting Theory for
its reader-friendly style using straightforward explanations and numerous practical examples. This new edition continues to follow this approach with the addition of
*NEW* content focusing on how different perspectives of organisational responsibilities and ‘accountabilities’ impact the way accounting is performed, and the theories
that different researchers choose to use/apply.
EBOOK: Financial Accounting Theory: European Edition DEEGAN, CRAIG 2011-01-16 The second edition of Craig Deegan and Jeffrey Unerman’s market leading text
presents the various theories of financial accounting through a balanced and dynamic approach. Students are given all the tools to engage with these theories and are
encouraged to critically evaluate and challenge them. Clearly written and user friendly, this new edition provides comprehensive coverage of internationally developed
accounting theories from a European perspective.
Accounting for Managers Paul M. Collier 2003-09-12 Accounting for Managers explains how accounting information is used by non-financial managers. The book
emphasises the interpretation, rather than the construction, of accounting information and encourages a critical, rather than unthinking acceptance, of the underlying
assumptions behind accounting. It links theory with practical examples and case studies drawn from real life business situations in service, retail and manufacturing
industries.
An Introduction to Accounting: Accountability in Organisations and Society 2e Craig Deegan 2022-10-01 Written by Craig Deegan, Australia's premier sustainability and
social accounting academic, An Introduction to Accounting: Accountability in Organisations and Society is the only resource in the market that brings corporate
accountability, sustainability, and social responsibility together to provide a unique offering within the introductory accounting market. This text takes a unique approach
by embracing from the start the notion of accountability for the environment and sustainability in accounting, providing students with an understanding of accounting’s
pervasive and transformative role as a social practice and organisational driver. It shows that environments, ideas and values change; the interconnectivity of society;
that the planet must be respected as a resource; and that people are affected/influenced by the information they receive and the way it is presented. The text
emphasises that accounting and accountability are key aspects of every person’s life and that the practice of accounting, while often being seen as very technical in
nature, has many social implications. Learning accounting through the lens of sustainability and the environment embeds this perspective in students’ minds so that in
their careers they will actively seek and use accounting information to make decisions that take into consideration accountability for the environment. Premium online
teaching and learning tools are available on the MindTap platform. Learn more about the online tools au.cengage.com/mindtap
Advanced Accounting Theory and Practice Kabiru I. Dandago 2009-01-30 Accounting is the discipline with the oldest historical culture, being the first to be recognized
by humanity when Adam and Eve were made to account for what they did in paradise. It is also the only discipline that will come into play in the Hereafter, where
everybody would be raised up as an accountant - to account for all they have done during their life time on earth! Accounting is a service-providing discipline, with a rich
theoretical background, which makes available information (especially financial) to guide various decision-making processes. Business owners, creditors, managers,
prospective investors, government and its agencies, employees and even the general public seek accounting information to guide them when taking various informed
decisions about reporting entities and the environment within which they operate. This book addresses the historical accounting culture, its theories as well as its
practices. It is made up of fifteen chapters, covering various historical, theoretical and practical aspects of Accounting, ranging from accounting standardization to
financial reporting. The book is an attempt to address some of the lacunae in advanced accounting issues, both in theory and in practice. Students of advanced
accounting theory and practice at the professional and academic levels in Universities, Polytechnics and Professional Institutes would find the book an essential
companion.
Accounting Theory Ahmed Riahi-Belkaoui 2002 Provides a comprehensive introduction to accounting theory for students who are majoring in accounting. This text will

also provide an evaluation of accounting theory from a number of alternative perspectives and paradigms.
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